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Raped, molested and neglected, this is the story of an innocent little girl whose life was transformed
forever."There you are. I thought you was running from me.â€• He made a come hither motion with
his finger and I did what he wanted..."Jay tried to warn me to be still ...He released one hand and
grabbed the worm with the other. As quickly as he grabbed the worm, he let it go. Then he pulled
my panties down...I knew he didnâ€™t want to play dolls, I knew he didnâ€™t want to talk.... All he
wanted to do was put his hands in my secret spot and rub me. He wanted to try and put his snake
into me and he wanted to get on top of meâ€¦.He gained entrance to my panties and began to rub
the small slit between my legs...I felt the strange sensations again, moving down my thighs...I was
gripping the bedspread so tightly that my knuckles were turning white...I couldnâ€™t bear it...I just
couldnâ€™t stand looking at what he was doing.-excerpt from the storyInnocence Stolen From An
Early AgeFrom a very early age, Juliana was repeatably molested and raped by one of her closest
relatives. Every day was a struggle to survive. Her innocence was stolen from her and she would
never be the same. This haunted her for the rest of her life. Because of social stigma, coming out
and accusing her abuser would mean being ridiculed for life. She was forced to keep this a secret,
even though it killed her inside. Jay knew this, and because of this he knew he have his way with
Juliana...Award Winning StorySince its release, this story has become a national best seller for child
abuse and has captured the hearts of thousands of people. This is not just a story about terrifying
abuse and rape, this is a story about a little girl who escaped from hell and became a stronger
person because of it.Buy the book now and read the true story of Juliana Hurd, never before
released to the public.
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The subject matter is horrifying, the early scenes are almost unbearable in their brutality and
shocking reality as a child wanders through a hellish existence she isn't even sure is wrong. This
book captures the thoughts of a child enduring reality and imagination that is indistinguishable. It is
a glimpse into a dark reality society refuses to confront.This isnt a poor me memoir, its a tale of a life
and the many turns we take as humans, its a chance to walk in someone's shoes and take a step
back and look at our own lives and relationships. See what it is to be hit by a belt by someone we
love, to watch a mothers silence and denial. To be bullied and to bully and then to triumph over
isolation. This isnt a grandiose seminar on greatness emerging from pain, its a long talk with a good
friend that leaves you both feeling a little better despite the subject matter.

Child abuse is a hidden epidemic. Author Juliana Hurd exposes this tragic truth by writing eloquently
and beautifully about the experiences of a girl looking back on an abusive childhood and how she
manages to deal with the torment. Looking forward to reading more of Ms. Hurd's writings!

It's a self published book, if people can't handle a bit of bad grammar then stick to famous
publishers that have money to spend on editors. Putting that to the side, I really enjoyed the book, I
as able to step into someone else's life and how they handled everything. The schizophrenia part or
whatever that people talk about in the reviews is her tapping into spiritual realms. I think that was
one of the main reasons I kept reading on. I read about a girl who lost her innocence way too young
and at the same time had to battle a spiritual war inside herself and around. Mixed with a bit of
bisexual erotic stories ðŸ˜‰ not bad. Good job Juliana!

This story definitely has a lot to offer. It's literally filled with everything you could imagine.From child
abuse, drug use, sexual experimentation, interracial relationships, murder, life as aexotic dancer
and even a tornado somewhere within the mix. I certainly was not expectingso much in one book.

But to my surprise it had so much more to offer then just how a child wasabused. It also tells the
realistic effects that a innocent child grows up to endure and thechallenges that one must overcome
after such abuse. It's something that others whomwere abused can possibly relate to and see that
they're not alone. Perhaps giving themthe courage to speak out.There's not a dull moment in this
story as Julian Hurd spills out her journey in life, from ayoung child to a young adult. It's a rocky
road and there moments that will definitely keepyou griping the pages in suspense. As well as
moments that will make you blush, so bewarethis book is only for the mature minds as it speaks of
her many sexual orientations throughout as well.It definitely keeps you intrigued. The story ends
with her indecision of entering an unknown new chapterof her life. I can not wait to read book (2) in
hopes of seeing her life change and blossom intowhat can only be described as her evolution.~
Faye

I did really like the story, I feel it accurately tells a young child's thoughts and emotions during
horrific abuse. That said, I was annoyed while reading (especially in the later chapters) some words
were missing from sentences, or the sentence was mixed up, or words misspelled- example; Geena
spelled Gina. If it was supposed to be Gina all along, why spell it the other way a hundred times
prior then spell it Gina, then go back to spelling it Geena again. Also somewhat irritating is the
heroine would say she found some person " the most beautiful person" she had ever encountered
when almost everyone she became friendly with she described that way. Near the end, she made a
statement that no one had ever stood up to her father till her brother did but she had several times.
The story never finished telling us what really happened to Gary or why the authorities never
pursued what they evidently thought was a murder. I mean a lot of missing stuff. I thought the book
worth reading, I felt though that the author didn't proof read it at all or make sure the story ran
through in a sensible combination, again mainly towards the last part of the book. I am not sure if I
will read the second one.

This story makes you feel anger at what happened and shows you how children feel when they are
put through something like this. It puts you in their shoes. It also shows that things can be overcome
with time. They can be overcome but the scars never fade.

This story about the horrific trauma many children are forced to endure all too often is something
that the world has needed to hear for a long time. The book is well written and dives into a dark
reality many of use refuse to face. We all know child abuse (physical, sexual and mental) exists, but

this gives those of us who have never experienced its horrifying effect a look at the inside of the
mind of a child suffering through it. It is an amazing tale. If you are reading this review, you need to
buy this book.
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